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Abstract

as a suboptimum multiuser detector in [6],and a system
that uses decorrelator and antenna array is introduced
in [7]. The performance of these systems is better than
that of conventional systems because the multiuser interference can be eliminated at the expense of noise correlation and enhancement, when the cross correlation
matrix of signature waveforms is perfectly known. It is
natural that these systems have a resistance to the nearfar problem because the multiuser interference is eliminated. These systems, however, have a drawback that
decorrelating enhances and correlates the noise, and the
enhancement and correlation of noise gets larger as the
cross correlation gets larger or the number of user gets
larger.

Recently, multiuser detection has been an interesting
topic because of its capability of eliminating multiuser
interference and resistance to the near-far problem. The
decorrelator approach has been investigated as a subop
timum multiuser detector for low complexity in receiver
at the expense of the enhancement and correlation of
noise. In this paper, we consider a quasi maximum likelihood (quasi-ML) detector in the reverse link system
which uses antenna arrays in quasi-synchronous channels. It is shown that the performance of the system
is better than that of the conventional decorrelator and
that the performance gain over the conventional decorrelator system increases as the number of active users
and number of antenna arrays increase.

In considering multiuser detection for mobile communication systems, the channel should be considered to be
asynchronous because of the difference among (he distances from the mobile stations to the base station and
because of multipath fading. However, we can treat it
as a quasi-synchronous channel if the difference of time
delays is small. Currently, DS/CDMA systems in quasisynchronous channels in which all users try to transmit
synchronously and use global positioning system (GPS)derived clock become an interesting research area because of recent development in GPS receiver. In such a
system, we can reduce the delay uncertainty into a few
chip durations [SI[9].

1 Introduction
Although the CDMA technology offers higher spectral
efficiency than the others [l],its capacity would not satisfy the explosive demands for mobile communication in
near future. Thus, some additional methods to increase
the spectral efliciency should be considered. It has been
shown that the capacity of the system can be increased
[2][3]with antenna arrays.
As a technique to eliminate interuser interference and
to resist the near-far problem, multiuser detection has
been considered recently [4][5][6]. While the performance of an optimum multiuser detector gives the lower
bound of error probability, the complexity of the decision algorithm increases exponentially with the number
of users. Because of the complexity of an optimum multiuser detector, a decorrelating approach is considered

In this paper, we will propose a quasi maximum lilielihood (quasi-ML) detector in the reverse link from the
mobile to the base station which uses antenna arrays in
qumi-synchronous channels and investigate the performance of the proposed system.
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System model

3

Quasi-ML Detection

In this section, we will investigate quasi-ML detection of
user signals. The M x: 1 code correlated output vector
yP(n) of the pth user b~

We consider the reverse link from a mobile station to a
base station with antenna arrays in quasi-synchronous
channel. In this channel model, the delay uncertainty
is much smaller than the symbol duration. Thus, the
interference from previous user symbols in the received
signal which is unavoidable in asynchronous systems can
be ignored. In the mobile station, the information bits
are multiplied by a spreading sequence. After multiplied
by carrier, the signal is assumed to be transmitted with
binary phase shift keying (BPSK). Then, the transmitter signal modulated by a carrier frequency fc is

rP+n!1:

=

r(t)cp(t- ~ - ~ ) d t

lp+(n--l)T,
K

=

d'lkQkzk(n)ej+k7p,kak

+

(8)

.p(n),

k=l

Then we can set the likelihood function Lp(n)as

where q ( t )is the kth user's baseband information symbol, c k ( t ) is the signature waveform of the kth user, &
is the random phase of the kth carrier, and Pk is the
kth user's transmitted power.
Then the equivalent complex baseband received signal
vector at the receiver of the base station with antenna
arrays can be written as

where Rnn,, = E{np(n)n~(n)}= d21,p = 1,
K.
Taking the partial derivative of logLp(n) and setting
the resu1.t to zero yields
e ,

K
k=l

(2)
.K

where K is the number of users, (Yk is the attenuation
factor of the kth user, 4 k = 1c, - w c q , in which we can
assume that $k = 0 without loss of generality, ak is the
M x 1 channel vector of the kth user, and n(t) is the
M x 1 additive temporally and spatially white complex
Gaussian noise vector with covariance matrix an21.
The receiver schemes considered in this paper is shown
in Fig. 1. We use a uniform linear array which has M
element. Let Y ( n ) be the M x K output matrix from
the code correlator, then we can write Y(n) as

\

/

k=l

r

..

for p = 1,. ,K. Since the noise is spatially and temporally white, i.e. &n,p = Un'l', the ML estimates can
be obtained as

k=l

where
Ck(t

- 7k)cp(t - rp'p)dt,

-

(5)

K

C

1

,~(Ykzk(n)ei+kyp,kOpHak/llapII

k=l,k#p

.

(11)

and
np(n) = -

n(t)cp(t- .rp)dt.

In ( l l ) , we need to know zk(n), k = l , - * - , p - l , p +
1, ,K ,in order to aitimate zp(n).
If we replace the estimates).(&a
for zk(nj, k =
l , . . - , p - - l , p + l , . - . , K , in the righthand side of (ll),
and cowider all the likelihood functions of code correlated outputs of the users, we can obtain

(6)

If we assume an ideal low pass filter with bandwidth
B =
and the same amount of energy regardlees of
the chip waveform, the cross covariance matrix between
nP(n) and nk(n) is

$

E{np (n)nf (n)

= 7p,k

X ( n ) == Q-'Y,(n),

(7)

where
ement

where ak2 = ?f.
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(2 is
is

(12)

a K x K matrix whose i j t h el-

~ ( ~ j ~ ' " 7 i j = H ~ j / l l a i X(n)
li,

=

and decorrelating later. Specifically, let V ( n ) be the
K x 1 output vector of the decorrelator shown in the
previous section, then

[&(n) &(n)
~ k ( n ) ] = , and Ya(n) =
[@h(n)/llalll af!h(n)/lla2ll . * azYK(n)/llaKlllT.
If we know a l , 0 2 ,
,Q K , d l , d z , .. .,$ K , and a a i ,
a a 2 ,.
f i a ~ ,we can obtain the quasi-ML
estimates of the user signals.
We can rewrite (3) as
e

-

1

-

V(n) = A-'Ya(n)

e ,

+

~ ( n=)s(n)r ~ ( n ) ,

+

= W X ( n ) "(n),
(20)
where N'(n) = A-lNa(n) is a K x 1 column vector.
from Y ( n ) by beamforming, and
Thus, we can get Ya(n)
V ( n ) from Ya(n)by decorrelating. Note that the offdiagonal terms of the decorrelating matrix A are smaller
than those of the conventional decorrelating matrix because IlU,"Ukll/llQpllllUkll, k # p , are less than 1 provided
that aP is not a constant multiple of Q k . This implies
enhancement and correlation of noise can be reduced.
In DS/CDMA systems with antenna arrays, there are
two factors that can be used to discriminate user signals. One is the user pseudonoise code, and the other is
the channel vector. The conventional decorrelating a p
proach uses the user pseudonoise code only. The system
proposed in this paper, on the other hand, uses both
of them to discriminate user signals: it is therefore expected that the performance of the proposed system is
better than that of the conventional decorrelating a p
proach.
As a simple example, consider a system with
two users where the channel is a single path channel. Then the asymptotic efficiency of the conventional decorrelating detector is 1 - y1,2y2,1 [6], while
the asymptotic efficiency of the proposed system is
1 - n , 2 ~ 2 , 1 1 1 Q . I I Q 2 1 1 2 / ~ l l Q l l l z l l Q 2 1 ~ z ) . Since 11.F.211
I
Ilalllllaz11, the asymptotic efficiency of the proposed system is clearly higher than the conventional one.

(13)

where

S(n) = [s1(n)sz(n) ... w ( n ) ] ,
8k(n)

N

=

(15)

fi*kZk(n)d"ak

= [n1(n)n2(n)

* * *

(14)

w(n)],

(16)

and l? is a K x K matrix whose ijth element is yj,j. If
we obtain
we post-multiply Y ( n )by

S(,) =
=

Y(n)r-l

s(n)+ N ( n ) r - - l .

(17)

In order to estimate a k , consider the kth column &k (n)
of S ( n ) , and evaluate the covariance matrix of &(n) as
Rjj,k

= fl(Gk(n)if(n)}
= PkE{a;} aka;

+d:[r-']k,kl,

(18)

where [ . ] i , j denotes the ijth element of a matrix. Thus,
we can estimate a k as the eigenvector corresponding to
the largest eigenvalue. If we consider the covariance
matrix R j j , k as a function of n,we can estimate Q
and Pk by computing the maximum largest eigenvalue
of & j , k ( r ) as r changes over the range of possible time
delays. The value of r that corresponds to the maximum
of the largest eigenvalue is a good estimate of n ,and
5 Performance Analysis
the maximum largest eigenvalue is a good estimate of
Pkaf. Since 4 k = - w e n , the estimate of
can be
In this section, we analyze the performance of the proobtained, too.
posed system in the sense of bit error probability. WithNow, let W be the K x K diagonal matrix whose kth
out loss of generality, we assume that the first user signal
diagonal is f i a k d ' k I I a k l l and A be the K x K matrix
is the desired signal. The decorrelator output of the first
~ ~ ~ we
a j ~ ~user
) . is
whose ijth element is 7iYi,ja7aj/( ~ ~ a ~ ~ Then
can write the K x 1 beamformed signal vector Ya(n) as
.1(n) = J K a l e ' " ' z l ( n )
ni(n),
(21)
Ya(n) = A W X ( n ) Na(n),
(19)
where E{n{(n)n{*(n)}= [A-']1,1cLZ. If we assume cowhere &(n)
= kQ5-Q(n)/ll~lll .H.2(n)/lla2ll
herent reception, we can get the decision variable p1 (n)
. . * azn~(n)/lla~11]*
and &,n, = E{Na(n)N,H(n))
=
as
d i A . Then we can see that the proposed quasi-ML detector is a decorrelator with decorrelating matrix A-l.

+

+

4

Comparison to the convent ional decorrelating approach

In conventional decorrelator system using antenna arrays, decorrelating preceeds beamforming. The system
proposed in this paper, on the other hand, can be considered as a system which performs beamforming first
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where El = PIT, is the transmitted symbol energy of
the first user. Then we can get the conditional bit error
probability as

It was shown that we could get some gain over the
conventional decorrelator system and the gain got larger
as the number of active users increased and the number
of antenna arrays incneased: with the proposed system,
we can get a capacity considerably higher than that with
the conventional decorrelator system.

1

%,1 (v1)

=zer.fc(m.

(24)

Since a1 is a Rayleigh distributed random variable, is
a chi-square random variable with 2 degrees of freedom,
and the bit error probability is
pb

=

Jd
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Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we proposed a quasi-ML detector employing antenna arrays in quasi-synchronous channels.
We analyzed the performance of the proposed systems
and showed that the enhancement and correlation of
noise, which was the major drawback of the conventional decorrelator system, could be reduced. The proposed quasi-ML detector can be considered as a syatem which performs beamformingfirst and decorrelating
later, while the decorrelator precedes the beamformer in
the conventional system.
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Figure 3: The bit error probabilities of the two systems
when the number of active users is 40 (K = 40), the
of antenna arrays is 2, 3, and 4, the period
number ( M )
of Gold sequence is 63, and E(a:} = 0.2.

Figure 1: The receiver system architecture.
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Figure 2: The bit error probabilities of the two systems
when the number of active users is 20 (K = 20), the
number (M) of antenna arrays is 2,3, and 4, the period
of Gold sequence is 63, and E { a : } = 0.2.
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Figure 4: The bit error probabilities of the two systems
when the number of active users is 60 (K = 60), the
number (M) of antenna arrays is 2, 3, and 4, the'period
of Gold sequence is 63, and E ( a : ) = 0.2.
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